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A REFLECTION ON OUR READINGS FOR THIS WEEKEND
On this 18th weekend after Pentecost, our
readings are taken from St. Paul’s second
letter to the Corinthians and Mark’s gospel. In
Paul’s letter he applauds the Corinthians for
their response to the assistance requested for
the Macedonian Christian community. Mark’s
gospel relays one version of the calling of the
first disciples.
Paul shares these noteworthy words: He who
sows sparingly will reap sparingly, and he who
sows bountifully will reap bountifully. Everyone
must give according to what he has inwardly
decided; not sadly, not grudgingly, for God
loves a cheerful giver.
Paul also implies that the Corinthians and
also us, should not compare the generosity of
various members of our community. We must
always have a balanced approach to our
support of others and community projects. If
we cheerfully give according to our means
than all gifts are equal.
Luke’s version of the calling of the first
disciples is rather interesting. If you compare
the “calling” of the disciples in all four gospels,
you find quite a difference. It is only in John’s
gospel that we hear that the first-called was
Andrew, the brother of Peter. All other three
versions have Jesus dealing with men who
were in the process of “fishing”. The difference
is that in the three Synoptic Gospels, Jesus is
the initiator of the call. In John’s Gospel,
Andrew calls his brother Peter and they, in turn
call others to come and see Jesus.
Again, the story of the “calling” is not meant
to be “historically accurate” but, rather, about
Jesus selecting men to follow him. It is only in
John’s gospel that we hear that it was at the
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advice of John the Baptizer,
Jesus’ cousin, that men were
attracted to follow Jesus.
This tells us that God works
in many different ways. He
chooses, for His own reasons,
to use others to sometimes
help me spiritually grow.
I would ask my readers
several important questions.
Do you feel that you have been
called to follow Jesus? While it
is true that most of us were
“born” into the faith through
our parents who had us
initiated into the Church. Who
is to say that they were not
acting under the influence of
God’s Spirit?
I truly believe there is a
Divine Plan for each and every
one of us - a plan which only
works itself out over time. Ask
yourself: Why was I born into
the family that I was? Did
God’s Spirit influence my
family’s choices? I believe that
He did through my parents!
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A CHRISTIAN TODAY?
In this article I have been attempting to share with
my readers the fact that the Bible is a collection of
“metaphorical narratives” and this fact does not
make these narratives any less valuable. It is
important to note that metaphorical language can
be true, although not historically accurate. Some
have responded to the suggestion that a biblical
story is metaphorical or symbolic with the
question, “You mean it’s only a metaphor, only a
symbol?” In many people minds metaphorical and
symbolic language is less important, less truthful
than factual language.
Even well-trained scholars sometimes say this.
Some have even suggested that “a metaphor is
always a lie” and therefore “fiction” The notion
that all metaphors are lies is remarkable, as is the
combination of metaphor and fiction.
One biblical scholar asserts that metaphors
are not fictions but truths. The German novelist
Thomas Man defined a myth (a particular kind of
metaphorical narrative) as “a story about the way
things never were, but always are.” So, is a myth
true? Literally true, no. Really true, yes.
To quote a Swedish proverb and then modify
it: “Theology is poetry plus, not science minus.”
The proverb affirms that theological language is
more like poetic language than factual language,
even as it is more than poetry in that it makes a
truth claim. As such, it is not “science minus,” not
inferior to the language of factuality. Thus biblical
metaphor is poetry plus, not inferior to factual
language.
A Catholic priest, other than me, once said in
a sermon, “The Bible is true, and some of it
happened.” To make his point obvious: the truth of
the Bible is not dependent on its historical
factuality. The same point is made by a Native
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storyteller as he begins
telling his tribe’s story of
creation: “Now I don’t
know if it happened this
way or not, but I know this
story is true.”
During the coming
issues of this article I shall
attempt to illustrate w h a t
it means to speak of the
“truth of metaphor” with
some biblical stories.
Hopefully this will then
become clearer to my
readers. In sharing this
with you, my readers, I’m
not attempting to diminish
the value, worth and
sacredness of the Bible. In
fact, I hope that it only
increases my reader’s love
for the Bible.
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SEEING GOD IN OURSELVES
In the last issue of this article I stated
that probably no religion has taken
more criticism from environmental
groups than has Christianity. And yet,
as we real scripture, we find that God
has called us to be “stewards” of the
land, not manipulators and
exploiters.
How much more does
this seem true if we view
nature as an “icon” of its
Creator? St. Paul declares
that not one can escape
God’s wrath, because He
creation speaks forth to all
of His glory and existence:
“Ever since the creation of
the world His invisible
nature, namely, His eternal power and
deity, has been clearly perceived in the
things that have been made. So they
are without excuse” (Romans 1:20). St.
Gregory of Nyssa echoes this idea:
For it is possible to see Him {God} who
has made all things in wisdom by way
of inference through the wisdom that
appears in the universe. It is the same
as with human works of art where, in a
way, the mind can perceive the maker
of the product that is before it, because he has left on his work the
stamp of His art. Thus also, when we
look at the order of creation, we form
in our mind an image not of the
essence, but of the wisdom of Him
who made all things wisely.

(Take the time, by the way, on the next
sunny, cloud-filled day to stop and see
the beauty of clouds. God is truly a
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great and sensitive artist. The beauty is
beyond all comprehension. Then add to
that, one of His marvelous sunsets).
St. Maximus the Confessor states,
“We do not know God in his essence.
We know him rather from the grandeur
of his creation and from
his providential care for
all creatures. For by this
means, as if using a
mirror, we may attain
insight into his infinite
goodness, wisdom and
power.” Thus it is possible
to know the attributes or
the energies of God
through His creation.
Take the time to look
around you. There is such great beauty
in creation. We also see the great
power that is in creation. Just think of
the recent hurricanes. Although we
tend to think only about the pain and
destruction that such things bring to
humankind, we miss the great “power”
that exists within nature.
While nature is an “icon” of God,
the revelation it gives forth is
incomplete. We may know of God’s
majesty, wisdom and beauty through
nature, but because of our sinfulness,
because of our inclination to follow the
self and not God, the picture is
distorted. This explains why so many
who say they love the environment do
not “recognize the craftsman while
paying heed to the works.” Take time
to find our God in nature!
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A Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church in Dearborn Michigan

CHOOSING TO LIVE A NEW LIFE

CORRECTION

At some point it seems
that all of the articles I
write converge. They all
seem to stress these
simple fact: “dependence”
and “trust” on God is
absolutely important but
that it must be freely
chosen and embraced. I
have to decide that it is important to believe
that God has a Divine Plan for me - a plan
crafted out of true love! I have to believe
that the challenges and struggles of life are
meant to help me grow and that God will not
rescue me from these but will be with me
helping me to deal with them in the way that
Jesus did! I have to believe that the most
important ability I need to develop during my
time on earth is the ability to unconditionally
love ALL others, without exception! I have to
believe that I must base my response to
others on my beliefs and not on how others
treat me!
In order to cultivate these beliefs in a
true and real way, I need to turn to God and
ask Him for help! I can only do this if I truly
think that these beliefs are important and
that will help me to fulfill the role that God
has planned for me in His Creation.
I know that some people may find this
difficult to do.
(Continued on page 8)

ADULT DISCUSSION SESSION
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Thursday, October 7th - 8PM
Please notice the change in time.
We have participants from
Phoenix Arizona so the time has
to be 8 PM instead of 7 PM. To
join us we have to receive your
email address since these
sessions are on ZOOM.
***************

YOUR PRAYERS
Your prayers are requested for
the safe and healthy journey of
Rafic Vawter and his mother,
Donia, as they journey to Jordan.
We wish them a safe and
pleasant journey and await their
safe return.
***************
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THE EUCHARIST, DIVINE LITURGY AND HOLY COMMUNION
After our special prayer to Mary, the
Mother of God, we “remember the
deceased.” The way that I serve the
Divine Liturgy is that I actually stop and
encourage participants to “call to
mind” the persons who they know who
have gone on before us into the next
lifetime. I do this to remind is that
these are still alive and that our lives
are still connected to them. It is a
wonderful practice and joins us to all
who have been a part of our lives. Plus,
the entire Liturgy is an action which we
do in concert with the entire church,
that is the living, the deceased and the
entire heavenly host.
The next two actions in the Liturgy
is our remembrance of the leaders of
our church and then the “living” people
in our lives. Again, I find that the best
way to do this is to say their names in
the quiet of our hearts.
The ending prayer is wonderful. It
says: And grant that we (all present
and all we have remembered), with
one voice and one heart may glorify
and praise Your most honored and
sublime name: Father, Son and Holy
Spirit, now and ever and forever.
After we have completed these
actions, we offer another litany - the
litany of supplication. There are some
very profound petitions in this litany. It
is a tradition that when we hear a
petition that is important to us, that we
cross ourselves. I find that one petition
in particular has become important to
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me at this stage of my life. It is: For a
Christian, painless, unashamed,
peaceful end of our life, and for a good
account before the fearsome judgment
-seat of Christ. I find that the action of
crossing myself at particular petitions
makes the petition more personal. Try
it. I think you will find this to be true.
After this litany, we offer a prayer
that appears in all of our prayer
services, the OUR FATHER. This is
called the prayer that Jesus gave us. It
is a profound prayer. This prayer should
be offered with deep reverence and
sincerity. The petitions contained within it are quite unique.
Like all communal prayers in our
tradition, they are always concluded
with a priestly declaration. You will not
find this ending in the New Testament.
This fact causes us to realize that the
ending is a “liturgical ending”.
It is my sincerest hope that my
reflections on the Divine Liturgy will
provide insights into our worship which
will, then, allow you to have even a
greater spiritual experience.
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A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO SPIRITUALITY
As Eastern Christians we are meant to grow and
to be transformed; it is all part of becoming a
new person in Christ. “But we all, with unveiled
face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of the
Lord, are being transformed into the same
image from glory to glory” (2 Corinthians 3:18).
Our salvation is a process of transformation
from living our lives according to earthly
principles - according to the flesh, as Scripture
often puts it - to living according to spiritual
principles, or, in Bible-speak, walking in the
Spirit (Galatians 5:16). Unfortunately, although
we had unveiled faces (souls) after baptism, the
reality of sin darkens our vision, making it
harder to respond to God because we cannot
communicate clearly with Him. It is like what
happens to our vision when cataracts start
interfering with our eyes; clear sight must be
restored if life is ever to return to what it should
be. Our human passions must be changed and transformed.
We cannot do this alone. Our passions are transformed by the joint action of
God and ourselves. We cannot do it alone, because or own effort, however
well-meant and focused, will not be enough. Me, myself, and I, even with the
help, support and cheerleading of others cannot transform darkness into light.
The reason is a simple one - there is only one source of light and that is Christ.
St Makarios of Egypt once preached a sermon that would have done credit to
Billy Graham, who would have understood perfectly what he meant, he said that
we cannot “be saved without Jesus or enter the kingdom of heaven.” Any plan of
salvation that does not include encountering Christ is fatally flawed. There is only
one source of light, and that is Christ: “Awake, you who sleep, Arise from the
dead, and Christ will give you light” (Ephesians 5:14). Only by cooperating with
the Giver of light will we be able to cease associating with the darkness and walk
in light.
What is wonderful about this, however, is that our God is intimately involved
in our lives and does everything He can to help gain the greatest benefit from
this earthly life. He is a loving God Who only wants us to become all that we can
be.
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SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
St. Michael the Archangel
Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church
6340 Chase Road
Dearborn, MI 48126

Sunday, September 26 - 18 Weekend after Pentecost - Tone 1
10:00 AM + Sadie Boyko; Susan Kotlinski (Live Streamed)

19th WEEKEND AFTER PENTECOST - Tone 2

Rev. Wayne J. Ruchgy, Ph.D.
Pastor

Monday, September 27 - Callistratus & Others, Martyrs
No Service Scheduled

Rectory: (313) 582-1424
Cell: (313) 580-4412
WRuchgy@gmail.com

Tuesday, September 28 - Chariton, Venerable-Confessor
No Service Scheduled

LITURGY SCHEDULE
Sundays @ 10:00 AM
Ukrainian & English
Weekdays @ 8:00 AM
English

SACRAMENTS
Penance
By Appointment
Baptism & Matrimony
In most instances membership
required for six months
Funerals
Membership of an immediate
family member required

Parish Life Council
Bob & Corinne Boyko
734.451.1893
John & Janet Dicky
586.755.3129
Daria Drobny
313.791-0292
Robert Krokosky
248.734.7078
Leo & Mary LaDouceur
313.278.7378
Gordon Malaniak
734.564.9817
Rev Deacon Leonard Mier
313.584-6795
Greg & Esther Petrovich
734.453-4354
Rafic Vawter
313.624.9867

Wednesday, September 29 - Cyriacus, Venerable
No Service Scheduled
Thursday, September 30 - Gregory Illuminator, Bishop-Martyr
No Service Scheduled

Friday, October 1 - Protection of the Mother of God
7:00 PM - Liturgy of the Feast
Saturday, October 2 - Cyprian, Bishop-Martyr
No Service Scheduled

Sunday, October 3 - 19 Weekend after Pentecost - Tone 2
10:00 AM + John Dicky Sr; John & Janet Dicky (40th Day)
(Continued from page 5 - Choosing to Live a New Life)

I know that many seem to find it
difficult to discover the meaning
and purpose of their lives. That in
itself is a cross which they must
carry. The struggle/challenge to find
the meaning and purpose of your
life can be very rewarding. It brings
with it a certain amount of internal
peace. It provides you with a deeper appreciation of
life.
What we believe makes all the difference in life.
When we have negative beliefs, we only handicap
ourselves, taking the joy out of life. The challenges
of life do not have to be debilitating. They can,
depending on how we respond to them, life changing
and helpful for our spiritual development. In order to
do this, however, we can’t put a moral value on life’s
challenges - we can’t think of them as either “good”
or “bad”. They are events. Events that can either
support our spiritual growth or stymie it.
http://www.stmichaelarchangel.org - and - Facebook.com/stmichaelugccdbn
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THE SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES: DOOR TO LIBERATION
I ended the last issue of the article by
sharing the thought that the spiritual
disciplines (i.e., the various actions that
support spiritual growth) open the door
to true personal transformation.
Of course we have to believe that
personal transformation is the
essential purpose of this
earthly life. We have
been created and placed
here on earth in order to
grow and change - to
become more like Jesus,
the prototype of what
humans are created to
become. When we
make a commitment to
change, we are doing
what God intended when
He created us. He did
not want to “force” us to
embrace personal change since He
also gave us free will. It is His desire
that we freely choose to embrace a life
of spiritual growth and transformation.
The needed change within us is
God’s work, not ours. The demand is
for an inside joy, and only God can
work from the inside. We cannot attain
or earn this righteousness of the
kingdom of God; it is a grace that is
given. Again, this grace must be freely
chosen.
In the book of Romans the apostle
Paul goes to great lengths to show that
righteousness is a gift of God. He uses
the term thirty-five times in the epistle
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and each time insists that
righteousness is unattained and
unattainable through human effort.
One of the clearest statements is
Romans 5:17, “...those who receive the
abundance of grace and the free gift of
righteousness [shall] reign in life
through the one man
Jesus Christ.” This
teaching, of course, is
found not only in
Romans but throughout
Scripture and stands as
one of the cornerstones
of the Christian faith.
The moment we grasp
this breathtaking insight
we are in danger of an
error in the opposite
direction. We are then
tempted to believe there
is nothing we can do. If all human
strivings end in moral bankruptcy (and
having tried it, we know it is so), and if
righteousness is a gracious gift from
God (as the Bible clearly states), then is
it not logical to conclude that we must
wait for God to come and transform
us? Strangely enough, the answer is
no. The analysis is correct - human
striving is insufficient and
righteousness is a gift from God - but
the conclusion is faulty. Happily there
is something we can do. We do not
need to be hung on the horns of the
dilemma or either human works or
idleness.
More to follow!
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JESUS
All spiritual Masters, in all the great
religious traditions, have come to
experience the present as the only
reality. The Gospel passages in which
“Jesus” speaks of a kingdom of God in
the future can’t be authentic, unless
Jesus was a split personality and
could turn on and off
two very different
consciousnesses as if
they were hot-and coldwater faucets. And it is
easy to understand how
these passages would
have been inserted into
the Gospel by disciples,
or disciples of disciples,
who hadn’t understood
his teaching. Passages
about the kingdom of
God as coming in the
future are a dime a
dozen in the prophets, in the Jewish
apocalyptic writings of the first
centuries before the common era
(BCE), in Paul and the early Church.
they are filled with passionate hope,
with a desire for universal justice, and
also, as Nietzsche so correctly insisted,
with a festering resentment against
“them” (the powerful, the ungodly). But
they arise from ideas, not from an
experience of the state of being that
Jesus called the kingdom of God.
The Jewish Bible doesn’t talk much
about this state; it is more interested
in what Moses said at the bottom of
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the mountain than in what he saw at
the top. But there are exceptions. This
most dramatic is the Voice from the
Whirlwind in the Book of Job.
Another famous passage occurs
at the beginning of Genesis: God
completes the work of creation by
entering the Sabbath
mind,
the
mind
of absolute, joyous
serenity; contemplates
the whole universe and
says, “Behold, it is very
good.”
The kingdom of God
is not something that
will happen, because it
isn’t something that can
happen. It can’t appear
in a world or a nation; it
is a condition that has
no plural, but only
infinite singulars. Jesus spoke of
people “entering” it, said that children
were already inside it, told one
particularly ardent scribe that he, the
scribe, was not “far from” it. If only we
stop looking forward and backward, he
said, we will be able to devote
ourselves to seeking the kingdom of
God, which is right beneath our feet,
right under our noses; and when
we find it, food, clothing and other
necessities are give to us as well, as
they are to the birds and the lilies.
The kingdom of God can only be
experienced in the present moment.
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VARIOUS ASPECTS OF SPIRITUAL GROWTH
In this article I have been attempting
to present ideas about spiritual
growth. One aspect about this process
is to discover our true selves, that is
not the self that others see or the self
that we hope others can see.
Discovering our true selves is
extremely important. But
even that is not enough.
Knowing who we really
are is a beginning;
becoming free to use our
true selves in service to
the Kingdom of God is
the next step. We need
to find the freedom of
the children of God.
This freedom begins
by acknowledging the
complementarity and
difference between our
minds and our spirits. For the freedom
for which we search is a spiritual
freedom, a freedom that will come
from God and into us through our
spirits. Our spiritual growth depends
on our finding this kind of freedom.
Deeper than our psyches - that is
our intellects, wills, imaginations, and
memories - are our spirits. Our spirits
comprise the functions of communion
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(the ability, desire, and need each
person has to worship God),
conscience (the ability to know right
from wrong, and spiritual intuition (our
ability to receive the Gifts of the Holy
Spirit).
I know that this might sound very
esoteric. Be patient with
me as I attempt to
make this clearer.
Our spirits are the
deepest part of us and,
therefore, are the most
important, for it is in our
spirits that we contact
the spiritual world spiritual creations and
God. It is in our spirits,
then that we reach out
for that without which
nothing else as value or
worth - life and freedom. We need to
know the nature of our spirits so that
we can enter the spiritual world and
grow spiritually.
In the coming weeks I hope to
spell this out more and hopefully give
my readers a clearer understanding of
the process of discovering our true
selves. Our true self is the self that
God envisioned when He created us.
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